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Purpose and aims

This project seeks to compare and analyze the evaluation metrics for Universal Dependencies
based on Nivre’s work (2016). With the release of UD 1.3, there are over 60 treebanks for 54
languages available. However, the current labeled attachment score (LAS) metric is defined as
the F-score of all relations, which means that with the same parsing error, the result of a language
with fewer relations will be penalized more heavily for a single mistake. Furthermore, Nivre also
proposes that common function words that encode grammatical relations tend to have higher
parsing accuracy, which would benefit the result of languages rich in function words. As the
need for cross-lingual syntax learning and multilingual parsing arise, a more unbiased evaluation
metric would be a necessary complement to the current UD framework.

In Nivre (2016), an evaluation metric using the subsets of UD relations is presented. The
subsets are functional, core, non-core, and punctuation. The initiative behind the first sub-
sets is that the relatively ”easy” functional relations should be excluded for evaluation. core

are relations that deal with the predicates, and non-core includes all non-punctuation relations
that do not belong to core or functional. When only core and non-core relations are counted,
morphologically-rich languages like Finnish are less impacted while languages with more func-
tional relations su↵er considerably. This result confirms that languages rich in functional rela-
tions do have more advantage when LAS metric is used for evaluation.

Having identified functional relations as a main contribution to the parsing accuracy, this
project will experiment with more fine-grained categories and hope to identify how di↵erent
languages are a↵ected (and to what degree) by the relation groups. The relations in functional
and non-core subsets will be divided into smaller groups according to their syntactic and typo-
logical features. Di↵erent combination of these groups will then served as the parameters for the
evaluation metrics.

For new languages from UD 1.3 that are not covered in Nivre’s work, this project will provide
the baseline first before moving onto the experiment on new subgroups. A number of Asian
languages and non-Indo-European treebanks will be included, which will hopefully lead to a more
representative, universally-applicable evaluation metric and shed light on some less prominent
patterns of the previous results.

Survey of the field

Universal Dependency (Nivre, 2015; Nivre et al., 2016) 1 is a cross-lingual dependency treebank
annotation. The syntactic framework of UD is based on Stanford dependencies (de Marne↵e et
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al., 2006, 2008, 2014) and the morphological layer is built on Google Universal part-of-speech
tags (Petrov et al., 2012) and Interset morphological tagsets (Zeman, 2008). Unlike monolingual
treebank resources, the design of UD aims to capture cross-lingual grammatical relations with
consistent annotations. Typology and language universal studies are therefore utilized in the
development of UD (Nivre, 2015). This feature of UD has allowed multi- and cross- lingual
research, not only in multilingual parsing and cross-lingual learning, but also as supplementary
materials for typology studies. Examples include Östling’s work on word order using multilingual
word alignment (2015) and Futrell et al. (2015) on word order freedom. The development of the
new evaluation metric should thus take the typological initiative in Nivre (2015) into account.

As UD is a rather new annotation framework that continues to evolve, there is not yet
a standard way for evaluation. Common metrics used for dependency parsing evaluation are
labeled attachment score (LAS) and unlabeled attachment score (UAS), which count the number
of correctly labeled relations and the relation itself respectively (Buchholz and Marsi, 2006).
Zeman et al. (2014) note that besides Buchholz and Marsi (2006), Nivre et al. (2007) and Hajič
et al. (2009) also discuss multilingual parser evaluation. However, their results are presented
before the release of UD and their focus mostly deals with di↵erent annotation styles rather
than di↵erence in the languages itself.

Dridan and Oepen (2011) argue how metrics devised for synctactic parsing is not suitable
for the evaluations of semantic-based parsers and present an alternative metric. Although the
subsets of UD in Nivre (2016) are categorized syntactically, Dridan and Oepen’s classification
could serve as a possible reference for the more fine-grained criteria.

Project description

As explained in the Purpose and aims section, the goal of this project is to create an evaluation
metric for UD that can exclude language di↵erences and score the same parsing mistake across
languages in a fair way. Designing such metric involves identifying how di↵erent subsets a↵ect
parsing results, as presented in Nivre (2016). This project will mainly follow the setting of
Nivre’s work so the results are comparable.

1 tool and resource

The training will be done using MaltParser (Nivre et al., 2006). The dataset of languages for
UD is available at the UD website or on the github page2. The evaluation tool will need to be
acquired from Joakim Nivre, as MaltEval, the default evaluation tool for MaltParser, does not
support the CoNLL-U format used by UD.

2 division of the subsets

A thorough understanding of the UD relation initiative is required before dividing the current
subsets into smaller groups. A preliminary idea for grouping is to put all modifiers amod,
advmod, nummod, nmod in non-core into a subgroup. Other possible candidates for the group
are acl (adjectival clause modifier) and advcl (adverbial clause modifier), though it would be
interesting to see how clause modifiers are di↵erent from normal modifiers. For functional subset,
aux, auxpass (passive auxiliary), and copula can be categorized into a group. Another possible
subgroup for non-core can contain compound, mwe, goeswith, foreign, and name. At the first
glance, these relations look like one part of a core but are separated or identified di↵erently. How
they should be treated remains to be decided in the literature research of the project.
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3 time plan

The first two weeks will be devoted to reading related literature for devising the subgroups and
setting up the MaltParser and the evaluator. The experiment is expected to take around 3
weeks. The first experiment week would be to acquire the baseline for new languages and some
testing for the newly-designed subgroups. If all the languages are included, there will be around
30 treebanks for week 45 and 46. The last week of November will be spent on analyzing the
results, leaving around two weeks for report writing. The first version of the written report is
due on December 9.

submit project proposal week 41 Oct.14
research on UD subgroups, design experiment week 42 Oct.21
setup and test MaltParser and evaluator week 43 Oct.28
experiment(I)–baseline week 44 Nov. 4
experiment(II) week 45 Nov.11
experiment(III) week 46 Nov.18
analyze and reasoning of the outcome week 47 Nov.25
format the results and write up week 48 Dec. 2
final write-up and submit the report week 49 Dec. 9

Significance

As UD becomes a widely-used annotation style for multilingual parsing, the need for an consistent
evaluation metric is inevitable. This project hope to complement both Nivre (2016) and the
general research of UD with new evaluation metrics. If patterns like the language clusters in
Nivre (2016) can be found, the result may also served as supplementary materials for typology
research.
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